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The exhibition titled Beyond the Pale: Australia examines the
emotional and political landscape of Irish national identity politics
from an engendered migrant perspective. A trilogy of sculptural
and drawing installations: Our Lady of Currach, Inimirceach
(Immigrant), and Greetings from the Irish in Australia spatially
enact the cruciform that is embedded with a series of complex
signs and symbols, reflecting mother Ireland’s cultural history
and identity. Church, State, History and National Identity embody
the West of Ireland as the nucleus of Irish national identity and
it is from this perspective that the works develop as a form
of story-telling. As ‘legitimate artistic tenor’ the installation
establishes and continues an Irish neo narrative that supports
the personal and mnemonic references located in the artists
recollections of the feminine Irish.
As a form of visual exchange the works transfer a particular
sense of Irishness through the strategic application of traditional
Irish motifs that attach a sense of place within the art object. As
a visual leitmotif, the traditional Irish boat the Currach functions
as a discordant cultural reference that frames and conceptually
underpins the exhibition. Concealed in tight spatial constructs
the works form a trilogy that espouse a sense of other through
their form, structure and materiality, which features as the
starting point where meaning and understanding unfold in the
reappraisal of the West of Ireland. Re-purposing the Currach and
other cultural artefacts denies the prospect of finding universal
meaning in the art object, but through their formal arrangement
the works configure as an enduring national signifier of the West
of Ireland as the scene-setter for the whole of Ireland.
- Kiera O’Toole, October 2012
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